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Trail idea is alive and well
L

includes $2 million in visitor
spending and the creation
of 27 tourism-related jobs.
Estimates to acquire the
right-of-way and build
the trail ranged from $9.9
million and $13.4 million. Advocates hope to
tap state and federal grants
for much of the funding.
The Ecusta Trail is listed
as a priority greenway in the
recently adopted Henderson
County Greenway Master
Plan. Henderson County,
Hendersonville, Laurel Park
and Brevard have all endorsed
the idea of the Ecusta Trail,
leaving Transylvania County
as the lone holdout. We
continue to hope that government leaders there will see the
benefits the trail would bring
to both counties, understanding that the right-of-way can
be “rail-banked” to preserve
its future use for trains should
a compelling need ever arise.
The Friends of the Ecusta
Trail has brought together
leaders from business,
tourism, the Chamber of
Commerce, and environmental, conservation and
recreation organizations, all
with a single visionary goal.
Should the railroad allow it
to be built, the Ecusta Trail
will compliment and even
rival the popularity of our
area’s biggest attractions.

vpublished an erroneous and
misleading political cartoon. It showed two pieces
of paper stating Republicans
= Wall and Democrats = No
Wall. This was also meant to
imply that Republicans are
in favor of border security
and Democrats are not.
The fact is that both parties are in favor of border
security. They simply differ
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on how to achieve it. The fact
is that most illegal drugs and

